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an automata about magneto reception
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About Fields of Influence

I’d been researching magneto reception and in particular in humans and in transpired in April 
of 2019 after the publishing of a paper by Joe Kirchner et.al. that we don’t in fact have any tran-
scribable sense of the earth’s magnetic field to be of any use to us.  Unlike all other animals, 
vertibrate and invertibrate, we humans have literally lost our sense of direction.  

At the same time I had been reading about the awe-inspiring  animal migrations across the globe 
which makes use of magneto reception but also reading of how those migrations are rapidly di-
minishing in the face of human activitiy.  Habitat loss due to farming, logging, dam construction, 
commercial fishing, fencing off large tracts of land and global warming have all played a part in 
the degrading of ecological systems across the globe and those amazing migrations..

So the connection was made - animals have a connection to the earth’s magnetic field that hu-
mans do not, we have lost our sense of direction in more ways than one, we as a species have 
an invisible and detrimental effect on the environment.  The idea of Magneto - the marvel comic-
book villain with an invisible evil superpower like a magnetic forcefield came to mind.  This incar-
nation of Magneto was a result of a long held interest in automata.

I’ve always been facinated by the mechanics of automata and clock making so this piece was a 
confluence of thought which was brought about after a visit to the clock room in the Brisih Muse-
um and the idea of Fields of Influence was born. 

Magneto holding a magnet, revolving in the centre of a ring of compasses, disrupting their nee-
dles in a disorienting and dominant manner.  



Mavel comic book villain ‘Magneto’



‘Magneto’ holding a powerful magnet represents humanity’s
invisible and negative influence over nature



Species known to have  mag-
neto reception and also have 
known migratation routes.  
These animals are burned onto 
the pedestals supporting the 
compasses above. 



Magneto slowly revolves, lifting up and down as it disorientates the compass needles as the magnets sweep past



the helmet of magneto made from lead, the body out of non ferrous material - copper & brass







when the handle is turned pin gears are engaged to turn the circular table above and at the same time  lift the arms of magneto 
up and down as the wheels move over the ‘cam’


